Is the Glass Ceiling Also a Mirror?™
To create a culture that values what women bring to the
table, what comes first – collective change or individual
change? Do they have to change first?
Or do each of us have to take the ﬁrst step?
As long as we believe “they” are the problem and the
answer is “out there” – above us, below us, beside us –
we will never fully embrace the real source of our power
that lies within each of us.
How you see yourself. That’s the leverage no one is talking
about. Change your words – change your world. The way
you see yourself each day IS the answer you seek.

Meet Kari, Ranee, Gabriella, Darsha, Avalene, Jalila and
Nikki.
Quite a crew they are: endearing, fun, outspoken,
creative, and courageous. Together, they are the
Sisterhood of Seven™.
Their mindsets will be familiar – I expect perfection.
I need permission. If I work hard enough, I will be
rewarded. Their stories will be life-changing.
The Sisterhood of Seven is a light in the darkness for all
women, a manual of truth that transcends age, culture,
economic status or leadership position.

That even in the midst of society’s drumbeat of BE more
– DO more – GIVE more, life does not have to be so
hard. Let it teach you new ways of thinking that will
elevate your life, professionally and personally. Their
wisdom will inspire you to rewrite your personal narrative,
day-by-day, decision by decision.
When we each do this and truly OWN our piece of the
narrative, there will be a collective ROAR so loud that
everyone will listen. There will be no mistaking the
strength and beauty that stand tall, proud, and noble.
The glass ceiling will come crumbling down. At last,
sweet sisters, at last.

It starts with Your Lion Inside. Right here. Right now.
Let it prove that, without doubt, you are already enough.
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Kimberly Faith has had the privilege to train or coach over twenty six thousand leaders from companies including Amazon,
American Airlines, BMW, DELL, GE, HCA, Nielsen, and Target, as well as worked on licensing deals with Warner Brothers and
Disney. She has inspired leaders from thirty three countries spanning twenty one industries and led workshops in Canada,
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She was influenced early in her career by the discipline of systems thinking. Kim’s work in the field was included in Dr. Peter
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Kim is on a QUEST to inspire women around the globe. “The essence of this book is to magnify H.O.P.E. - Harnessing Our
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...your beliefs, mindsets

...this is the first step

...a BIG shift in the mental model

Mental models are the “lens” through which we see the world. The beliefs are not good or bad—they simply are. The danger is when we unconsciously operate from those beliefs. We have the power to CHOOSE!

T H E KAR I STORY

I expect perfection

T HE R AN E E STORY

I have to meet all demands

T HE G ABRIE LLA STORY

I need permission/approval

T HE DAR SHA STORY

I should accept what is said

T H E AV AL ENE STORY

I am not qualified enough

I believe DONE is better than perfect

I AM enough

I CAN say no

Here is what I am willing to do

I TRUST my own decisions

I can move forward in confidence

I CAN pause, reflect and choose

I choose to rewrite the narrative

I AM the right one for the opportunity

There is enough for me AND you

I can advocate and CARE for myself

I own and articulate my value

I AM powerful and that’s okay

My power is MUCH needed in this world

T H E JAL I LA STORY

If I work hard enough,
I will be rewarded

T H E N I KKI STORY

I’m okay in the background
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allowing these mindsets to stand in the way.
Powerless: Defensive

allow your light to shine brighter...

forward and unleash your best self!
Offensive: Powerful: VICTORY

